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May 2, 2022 
 
 
Historic District Commission 
City of Northville, Michigan 
Commission Members 
 
Re: The Downs 
 Townhouses on  
 Griswold and Cady Streets 
 
 
Dear Commission Members: 
 
We are very excited to be returning to you at your next HDC meeting to discuss the development of the 
design for the townhouses along Griswold and Cady Streets.  From our last meeting, and subsequent 
Planning Commission meetings, we have listened to and understood a concern for the architecture along 
Griswold Street.  This concern focusses on the original idea of the buildings ‘stepping down’ in scale on 
Griswold Street to interact with the residential ‘district’ south of Beal Street.  The thoughts from these 
meetings was that, perhaps, the buildings stepped down too quickly and should offer more density 
marrying with the townhouses proposed along Beal Street.  An additional concern was the site design for 
the corner of Griswold and Beal Streets, as it relates to the view openings between buildings.  These 
openings between buildings were considered too large, creating more of a suburban setting for the street 
façade rather than something more urban, lending to a proper amount of density and views. 
 
As such we are providing the attached alternate site plan and Griswold Street elevation options.  The site 
plan addresses the corner of Griswold and Beal by presenting the corner with a separate unit that 
accentuates the corner, and sets closer to the adjacent buildings.  This minimizes the views between 
buildings, and creates a strong corner unit with a large wrap around porch facing Griswold and Beal 
Streets.  The elevation options provide solutions to the stepping down of the architecture, each option 
showing both similarity and individuality in the building design.  In order to provide 11x17 sheets for ease 
of handling we have not shown the proposed materials (brick and siding) as it ‘muddys’ the elevation 
when printed; we will present materials along with 3-dimensional views during our presentation.     
 
We hope this brief description of the conceptual design helps to understand the project scope, along 
with the submitted drawings.  We will prepare a full presentation for the meeting and truly look forward to 
our discussion and to the potential this project has for the City of Northville! 
 
Sincerely, 
 

 
Robert E Miller, aia   Greg Presley 
Principal    Principal 
M Architects    Presley Architecture 






